July Activity Report
Madeira & Indian Hill Joint Fire District
Highlights and Fire / EMS Incidents
COVID-19 has continued to be in the news, both locally and nationally; however, not all the news is bad.
Hamilton County Public Health is encouraging mask use, but no mandates are in place at the end of the month.
Approximately 49.6% of Ohio’s population has been vaccinated. According to Dr. Augustine, the Delta variant
is spreading quickly, but hospitalizations and deaths are the result of unvaccinated individuals. 98% of the
hospitalizations from COVID-19 are people who are unvaccinated. The other 2% have underlying medical
conditions. We had one minor fire event in Indian Hill and assisted with several mutual aid fires in July. We are
happy to report that Training will be the highlight of this monthly report.
The Madeira & Indian Hill Fire Company sponsored the
Engine Company Fireground Hose Operations – Hands-On
training at the Loveland Burn Facility in July. The lead
instructor was Captain Michael Kirby (Retired) of Cincinnati
Fire Division. The training took place July 27-29th. We hosted
the training along with our partners from Loveland-Symmes
FD, Deerfield Township Fire & Rescue, Goshen Township Fire
Department, Milford Community Fire Department and
Hamilton Township Fire Department. The training was split in
two sessions for each of the three unit days. Heat was a factor,
especially on Day 1 as one firefighter / paramedic Miami
Township was transported to the hospital for a heat related
emergency. He was released that night and received
follow-up testing the next day where he was cleared
without further complication.
The training focused on moving hoselines,
flowing water with proper technique in the most
efficient way possible in a coordinated effort with
one to three personnel. In addition to the burn
facility, the instructors built a narrow hallway prop
leading to a doorway, simulating flowing water
down a hall and then attacking a room of fire. There
were five stations of practical hose movements. The
stations were as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Move and operate an 1 ¾” line to the 2nd floor making a series of turns and operating in a simulated
bedroom fire on the 2nd floor
Move and operate an 1 ¾” line across the first floor simulating multiple room fires
Move and operate an 1 ¾” line into a simulated basement flowing in multiple locations including the stairs
Operate, position and move a 2 ½” line for quick knockdown and move the hose while flowing with three
personnel
Move and operate an 1 ¾” line down a hallway and transition into simulated bedrooms to the left and right
of hallway.

We had two fires on the weekend of the
fourth of July. The first fire was a bedroom fire
in Milford on the afternoon of July 4th. Crews
were quick to extinguish a fire that was started
by an individual on home oxygen looking for
an object with a lighter to provide light under
his bed. Two individuals were treated at this
fire, one was transported to the hospital. Our
primary role was to temporarily cover their area
while crews operated at this fire.
An Indian Hill family awoke to smoke detectors alerting them to a fire in the below grade garage. A
lithium battery experienced thermal runaway and caused a content fire that didn’t spread to the residence due
to the concrete construction of the garage. Occupants were able to occupy the house prior to our departure.
We also responded to two
fires just outside Indian Hill off
Remington Rd in Montgomery.
The first fire was extinguished by
the first-arriving Montgomery fire
crew. Quint 65 and 6401 were not
assigned and staged until released
by command. About an hour later,
we were dispatched to the house
across the street from the original fire. Quint 65 and 6401 were given assignments on this fire, Quint 65 to
open up and extinguish fire in the walls and I worked with Duke to determine the cause of the fires. Both
fires were electrical in nature and Duke advised they were two separate incidents. After a significant amount
of investigating, we concluded that lightning may have hit a water line in between the two house and this
caused the ground wires in both houses to become electrified and started fires at each structural member it
had contact with between the water line and the electrical panel. Very
interesting fire, a first in my career.
Special Events: We participated in the Independence Day celebrations in
both Madeira and Indian Hill. We were in the parade in Madeira as well as
sponsored the Corn Booth for the celebration in McDonnald Commons Park.
We sold out of corn and the fireworks were outstanding, despite having a
sink hole in the middle of the park. Engineers made a safe area around the
sink hole and with two layers of fencing.
Facilities Update: Silco was here to perform maintenance on the fire extinguishers at both stations. The
sprinklers were placed in service for the lawn at Station 64 due to dry weather. I asked Lt. McCall to get budget
estimates for an irrigation system for Station 64. Estimates are forth-coming.
Maintenance: Our current RFM (Request For Maintenance) items that were addressed in July include the
following:
-

Medic 65 Oil Change: Completed in-house
Support 64 (2008 Dodge): Valve stem replacement and power lock switch repair
Aerial tip light bulbs and installation of 8140 flat ball valve to correct leaking discharge valve
Ladder Testing scheduled for September / October

Training:
Training for the month of July was highlighted above; however, we completed other training including
EMS and ESO training. Training reports are not included in this month’s report as we are migrating data to the
ESO training platform. Once historical data has been transferred and new data is entered in the new platform, I
will give a more comprehensive report.
Personnel:
July Average Daily Staffing was
once again 7.3 personnel. Relief and
Overtime were recorded as 397 and 12.75
hours respectively. I continue to offer night
and weekend positions to have at least 7 onduty during those time periods.
The budget was submitted to both
cities, and we are awaiting comment and
feedback later this summer. The Board of
Trustees voted to approve the budget in
July. The highlight of the submission was
the reorganization of our leadership staff as
well as the addition of two career personnel.
The reorganization, in the form of
promotions, and additional career position
is pictured to below.
Firefighter
/
Paramedic
Zakk
VanNottingham completed all the conditions of
employment and he began as a career member
on July 15th. Zakk replaced FF / Paramedic
Lang, who resigned to work for Cincinnati Fire
Division.
We hired a part time firefighter / EMT,
Johannes Gebauer. He is a Madeira resident
who is a full-time pilot for Delta Airlines. He
will work work a PRN schedule.

We were invited to participate in an
Interview Day at Scarlet Oaks. Capt. Lynch
interviewed the cadets of the recent
graduating class. The event highlighted the fact that all candidates completed the academy, the physical ability
test, a background check and the medical evaluation. We offered positions to six individuals as a result of the
interviews and all six have accepted positions. We have completed drug screening and updated background
checks are being completed by the Indian Hill Rangers. Our plan is to bring all candidates in for an orientation
period of a week and then start them on their unit days. All candidates will work a 24 hour shift every 6th day.
This is the first time MIHJFD has participated in this program sponsored by Scarlet Oaks Vocational School and
we couldn’t be more pleased with the projected outcome. We have lost at least six firefighters who work a regular
shift rotation to other jobs in the last year.

Budget:
We are currently still under budget for 2021 by 2.7% or $109,989 from the $4.073M 2021 budget request.
We have given both cities our budget request after the Board of Trustees approved my request. The budget
request was turned in to both cities which represents an overall increase of just under 5% over 2021. The budget
represents our intent to strengthen our officer core by moving one Captain to shift work, promoting two Captains
and two Lieutenants as well as hiring two firefighter / paramedics to fill Position Eight. My staff and I worked
hard to reduce the overall effect on the budget request for both cities. A bulk of the increase in the budget is a
result of the contractual and non-contractual raises for our bargaining unit employees, the administrative staff and
our part time employees. All positions are budgeted for 3% raises.

Worker’s Compensation and Part Time line items were significantly decreased to reduce the impact of the
promotions and for Position 8 fulfillment. In 2020, we received three premium returns from BWC totalling
$126,000. We used some of this return for purchases of safety gear, including turnout gear, and some of the
remaining will be used to decrease the budget request for the same. Part time wages were decreased, not
eliminated as we will use part time employees to cover off-time for career personnel and attempt to maintain
proper staffing for a two-station fire district.

Projects: We continue to work on several projects regarding apparatus and personnel deployment:
-

Support Unit –The unit was placed in-service with a traditional Push-In Ceremony with the crew
members from Unit 3 and Asst. City Manager Lori Thompson. We have selected Parr Public Safety
to perform some upgrades,
including trading out the front
light bar, adding more lights
on the side and rear as well as
a
much-needed
back-up
camera. The unit replaced the
Dodge Pickup from that
station and that unit was sent
to Station 64 to be utilized as
the new support unit there.
The Station 64 support unit, a 2004 Ford F250 was sold on GovDeals Auction on 8/3/2021. Personnel
have begun detailing the Dodge and we will seek quotes to put the graphics package on that vehicle.
The plan is to keep the unit for a few more years as it will see limited service as a front-line response
vehicle, to be used mostly as a utility truck. The response use will be limited to when staffing is at
minimum of six personnel on duty (three at each station).
- Engine:
The Engine
Committee continues to work on
specifications for the 2022
Engine. We have given our Spec
Document to all three vendors and
reviewed with representatives
from each vendor. The next step
is to wait for the engineers to build
the truck and present the fire
district with their specification
document. We received the initial
specification and drawing from
Sutphen and we have the initial
Option List from Pierce. We
started
reviewing
those
documents
and
scheduled
meetings to review, comment and
make needed changes to go back to the engineers for a final specification and quote. The drawing is
from Sutphen, the first to provide documents to the district. Sutphen is represented by Heritage Fire
Equipment and both manufacturing and service are in Columbus, Ohio.

-

Engine Justification: As a reminder, we are researching the engine to purchase prior to 2022 as
scheduled for the following financial reasons
o Pre-payment will earn 3-5% interest on capital funds versus .001% interest being earned in
Capital Account.
o COVID has significantly delayed production times, we need to secure our spot in the queue
o Beat the 4-6% 2022 price increases

-

-

Medic Unit: The new medic unit was completed
as of the first week in August and we are scheduled to
complete the Final Inspection and bring the unit home.
We will send the vehicle out to complete the graphics as
well as install some MDC equipment that will need to be
pulled from the 2010 Ford E450 Horton.
- Hydrants:
Crews completed spring hydrant
maintenance program as 666 hydrants were inspected
and maintence was performed. Maintenance includes
greasing, weed eating, and inspection.
- ESO: We migrated two major components of our
new database system, Fire / EMS reporting and
Occupancy / Inspections into ESO in July. Initial
impressions have been favorable and crews are doing a
great job adjusting to the new platform. One of the highlights of the reporting system is the ease of
use for our EMTs and paramedics. Another noteworthy benefit of the new software is the ease of
exchange of patient information from the fire district to the receiving hospital. As soon as the patient
is received by the hospital, the paramedic scans their bracelet for the patient ID number that was
created at registration. Now, all hospital records and our patient care report share an identical number.
That shared number becomes the becomes the commonality to submit their EMS report as well as
receive follow-up information on the outcome of that patient. We can see the patient outcome or status
each time the paramedic uses that patient ID and follow-up details improve greatly. Other components
like Training, Events, Scheduling and Assets are all close to going live in the next few weeks.
Department Events: Jennifer Lightcap, our Chairperson for Community Relations, Sara Jacob and
myself met in July to discuss department events for the remainder of the year. Due to COVID, last
year’s department events such as staff picnic, Holiday Party, and Retiree Lunch were cancelled. We
have decided that the environment is safe enough to schedule these events and we have determined
the following dates:
o MIHJFD Picnic: Saturday, September 26th 12P-4P at Grand Valley
o Retiree Lunch: Friday, December 3rd at Station 64 – Indian Hill
o Breakfast with Santa: Saturday, December 11th at Station 64 – Indian Hill
o Holiday Party: Saturday, December 11th at Livingston Lodge
Smoke Detector Blitz: Captain Lynch is preparing for a fall program we are calling Smoke Detector
Blitz. Captain Lynch is procuring prevention pamphlets, batteries and smoke detectors for this
program set to be launched in October during Fire Prevention Week. We plan on going door-to-door
to make sure that our residents of select neighborhoods in Madeira have at least one smoke detector
to alert them in case of a fire. Smoke Detectors are essential to decrease the chance of being injured
or killed in a house fire. The program will target areas of Madeira where income level or other family
priorities may prohibit someone from making sure they have a working smoke detector. We are
fortunate not to have a high incidence injuries and deaths from fires and we work hard to keep that
number low.

Fire Prevention:
July marked the first time since 2019 we participated in a traditional parade. The MIHJFD, along with
several of our neighbor fire departments led the 2021 Independence Parade in Madeira. Weather was perfect and
crowds lined the streets of Miami Ave to celebrate a great day in American history.
Due to the migration of data from Firehouse to ESO, we suspended fire inspections for a couple of weeks
to tweak data entry. Crews are back out doing inspections as scheduled for July and August. Our spring hydrant
maintenance was completed in July with the last 666 hydrants being completed.
We were busy with Fireworks Inspections in July as we had
two large displays on July 3rd and one on July 4th. Kenwood Country
Club and Madeira had their displays on the 3rd, no problems with any
fireworks except for a couple of complaints of fireworks called in to
the station, which we forwarded to the appropriate police agency.

28

Commercial Fire Inspections

1

Adoption Inspection

6

Tent Permit / Safety

1

Underground Storage Tank

12

Commercial Plan Reviews

8

Car Seat Installations

4

Smoke Detector Installation

2

CPR Classes

1

Safety Presentations (60 kids)

3

Station Tours

1

Birthday Parade for Ella

July 25, 2007
A structure fire resulted seven
firefighters injured, burned after rapid fire
growth. Units were called to the Jaegar
Residence on Cunningham after painters
accidently started a fire using a torch to
remove paint. The fire found a concealed
space on the third floor and as firefighters
were attempting to find the fire, they were
burned by either a backdraft or smoke
explosion. Fires in concealed spaces such as
a half story like this have resulted in several
line of duty deaths as those fires suddenly are
introduced to fresh air. The firefighters have
all healed well and the building was repaired
and is one of the most beautiful estates in the
district.

JULY FIRE INCIDENT DATA

Incident Type
Alarm system activation, no fire - unintentional
Alarm system sounded due to malfunction
Authorized controlled burning
Building fire
Carbon monoxide detector activation, no CO
Chemical spill or leak
CO detector activation due to malfunction
Cooking fire, confined to container
Detector activation, no fire - unintentional
Dispatched & canceled enroute
Electrical wiring/equipment problem, other
Emergency medical service incident, other
False alarm or false call, other
Fires in structure other than in a building
Flood assessment
Gas leak (natural gas or LPG)
Good intent call, other
Motor vehicle accident with no injuries.
No incident found on arrival at dispatch
address
Passenger vehicle fire
Person in distress, other
Power line down
Removal of victim(s) from stalled elevator
Service Call, other
Smoke detector activation due to malfunction
Smoke detector activation, no fire unintentional
Water problem, other
Grand Total

Indian Hill

Madeira

2
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
6

3

Out Of
District

2
1
1

3
2
1
1

5

2
1
1
1
1
1

Grand
Total
3
2
1
3
1
1
2
1
1
14
2
1
4
2
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
2

1
1
1
1

1
1
4
1
2
3

1

1

2

27

1
21

1
58

1
3

10

JULY EMS RUN DATA
EMS RUNS
MEDIC 64

JAN
29

FEB
29

MAR
27

APR
37

MAY
42

JUNE
30

JULY
38

TOTAL
232

MEDIC 65

86

78

74

80

89

79

90

MADEIRA

84

85

72

87

98

77

93

576
596

862

INDIAN HILL

29

18

24

29

30

27

27

184

310

MUTUAL AID Given

2

3

5

5

8

7

8

38

78
54

5

8

4

7

4

8

1

37

MONTHLY TOTAL

115

106

101

121

136

111

128

818

YEAR TO DATE

115

221

322

443

579

690

818

99
99

69
168

90
258

78
336

87
423

109
532

108
640

MUTUAL AID Recvd

EMS Mutual Aid
Anderson
Blue Ash
Deer Park - Silverton
Little Miami
Loveland - Symmes
Mariemont
Milford
Miami Twp
Sycamore
BCFCA Bariatric Unit
EMS RUNS
Treated/Transported
Not Transported

NURSING HOMES

5970 Kenwood
7885 Camargo
7650 Camargo
MONTHLY TOTAL
YEAR TO DATE

Given

Received

Bariatric Update
We had no bariatric calls for the month of
July. We purchased a bariatric lift device called the
Hoverjack by Hovertech and we are awaiting its
arrival. This device will be used to lift and / or move
bariatric patients up to 2,000 lbs. This will be placed
in-service on the new Support 65 after training all
crews.
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2
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JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY TOTAL
86
22

2020

70
25

64
26

85
28

94
29

67
27

88
22

554
179

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY TOTAL
20

17

20

18

22

20

16

133

15

9

11

16

12

10

20

93

5

9

8

12

10

10

11

65

40

35

39

46

44

40

47

291

40

75

114

160

204

244

291

